Budapest Semesters in Mathematics is a prestigious study abroad program for American undergraduates and recent graduates to study topics typically not found in American undergraduate programs and distinctly Hungarian mathematical teaching methods. Credits are transferable from an American partner university and students get to experience one of the most beautiful capitals of Europe with low living costs and great camaraderie among like-minded, motivated peers. The Gilman Award is offered by the US State Department to promote better cultural, political, economic and civil societal relations between nations by funding study abroad programs for American undergraduates who receive the Pell Grant. It offers the financial opportunity to have the enriching experience of BSM and to learn about the fascinating Hungarian culture and language.

Jimmy Hepburn is a senior in math and philosophy in the Honors College. He was born in Budapest and his mothers side is Hungarian, thus his interest in studying in Hungary, but he has lived in Charleston for nearly his whole life. He is working on an undergraduate thesis in philosophy on meta-ethics and is about to start an undergraduate thesis in mathematics on homotopy type theory.
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For more info visit PME/GMC on FaceBook and at http://people.math.sc.edu/pme/